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Abstract

In this paper, we explore the feasibility of using a bullet and a cannon shell to cause significant dam-

age to the Earth, and calculated that they would need an impact velocity exceeding 99.999 919%

the speed of light to do so.

Introduction

Throughout Earth’s history, there have been
numerous mass extinction events, many of which
are accredited to high-energy impacts caused
by asteroids measuring several kilometres across
colliding with the Earth at speeds of over 11
km s−1 [1]. In this paper, we investigate how
fast the world’s largest bullet, and the world’s
largest cannon shell would have to travel in or-
der to cause a mass extinction event, as well as
the more extreme case of destroying the Earth.

Theory

The most well known extinction event caused
by an asteroid impact is that of the Chicxulub
impact, more commonly known as the extinction
of the dinosaurs. Various estimates exist for the
energy involved in this impact [2, 3], but for the
purposes of this investigation we will approxi-
mate it to be 5 × 1023 J [4, 5].

As for ‘Destroying the Earth’, this is a some-
what ambiguous phrase, so in this investigation
we assume it to mean launching all of Earth’s
matter on an escape trajectory away from its
centre. The estimation of the energy involved
then simply becomes the gravitational binding
energy of the Earth (i.e. the work done in mov-

ing all of Earth’s matter from infinity to its cur-
rent position), approximately 1.711 × 1032 J for
a variable density model [6].

For simplicity, we will assume that the ener-
gies involved in these events arise directly from
the impactors’ kinetic energies, and neglect the
effects of the atmosphere as well as the com-
plex dynamics of planetary collisions. We will
also assume that, given the extraordinarily high
energies and the relatively low mass of the im-
pactors, Newtonian mechanics will be insufficient
for analysing these scenarios. As such, we will
use the relativistic equation for the kinetic en-
ergy of a particle of rest mass m0 travelling at
velocity v, given by
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where c is the speed of light in a vacuum [7].
Rearranging this to give velocity as a fraction of
the speed of light yields the following equation.
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The most massive projectiles ever fired from a



firearm are the 226.8 g solid bronze bullets used
by rare 2-bore hunting rifles [8, 9], and the most
massive cannon shells ever fired were the 7100 kg
armour-piercing shells of the German Schwerer
Gustav railway gun [10].

Results and Discussion

Substituting the impact energies and projec-
tile rest masses into equation 2, we find that the
bronze bullets would need to travel at approxi-
mately 8.31 × 10−14% slower than the speed of
light to have enough energy to cause a mass ex-
tinction event, and just 7.10 × 10−31% slower
than the speed of light to have enough energy
to completely destroy the Earth. The cannon
shells, having a much higher mass, only need to
travel at 8.12× 10−5% and 6.95× 10−22% slower
than the speed of light respectively to achieve
these energies. It should also be noted that the
Chicxulub impact evidently did not wipe out all
life on Earth [11], meaning even greater speeds
still would be needed to achieve total extinction.

Conclusion

Causing significant damage to the Earth with
projectiles of this size requires them to be trav-
elling at incredibly high fractions of the speed
of light. Such a weapon would require so much
energy and resources to build and operate that
it becomes clearly impractical. A more realistic
method would be to slightly alter the trajectories
of much higher mass asteroids and minor bod-
ies to direct them at Earth, however this would
be much less immediate than a near-light-speed
space cannon.
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